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CHARLES Faull fans the flames about ratings and race figures. 

Charles Faull picks bones from a burning fire 
RACING and pedigree guru CHARLES FAULL has a bone to pick with National Horseracing Authority CEO Vee 

Moodley. He uses the daily Independent Newspaper insert The Racegoer in his argument, and gets a few issues 

off his chest. 

On Friday evening I attended a 'rugby braai' , for what 

was supposed to be 3 hours of rugby, rugby, rugby.  

 

However, after an hour of listening to lively discussion 

on who would win the four quarter finals and by how 

much, a guest approached me and introduced himself 

with the words "apparently you are a racing  

expert, so please tell me that you have never seen a 

bigger certainty than Twist Of Fate at Durbanville  

tomorrow?" 

 

My reply "he's got a chance, but certainty? Definitely 

not ! Why are you so certain?" 

 

With that, he withdrew a neatly folded copy of THE 

RACEGOER from his jacket pocket, and in it a wad of 

tote tickets 

 

"Look at this! (attached from The Racegoer) he  

exclaimed" Twist Of Fate is rated 127, and the next 

are Charles and Majestic Mozart with only 111, and a 

whole bunch from 110 to 94" 

 

"Oh no, here we go again!"  

 

You know that terrible feeling that you experience 

when something or someone who you love self-

destructs in front of you, you always do your best to 

intervene. 

So, here we go again. The points that I made to the 

punter: 

 

▪︎none of Twist Of Fate,  Charles or Majestic Mozart 

have run for three months, do you see any info that  

indicates how they have wintered? No workout or trial 

reports. 

 

▪︎are you aware that Charles has been gelded and is 

rumoured to have improved ? 

 

▪︎are you aware that Twist Of Fate only beat Majestic 

Mozart by 3 lengths (6lb) in the Cape Guineas and is 

conceding him 6,6 lb in this race ? 

 

▪︎are you aware that Twist Of Fate beat Charles 4,15 

lengths (8lb) in the KZN Guineas and now concedes 

him 6,6 lb ? 

 

▪︎have you considered that Twist Of Fate is meeting 

some smart older horses on 8 to 12 lb worse terms 

than WFA , and they have  good current form and are 

specialists over this 1400? 

 

▪︎are you aware that these numbers that you think 

are ratings are nothing but RACE FIGURES, calculated 

in accordance with mechanistic, linear rules ? 
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CHARLES FAULL (fm p1) 

 

The startled punter: " how would you rate them on 3-Y-

O form ?" 

 

My answer 

 

Twist Of Fate   129 

Charles            122+ 

 

“...and we have no idea how much the gelding has  

improved Charles..” 

 

The punter: "But none of this is in The Racegoer so we 

can only guess? " 

 

"Yes, you the customer are invited to guess. For your 

sake I would like Twist Of Fate to win." 

 

Punter: " I hope so , I have bankered him in my PA, 

jackpot and Pick 6" 

 

THE OPERATOR, THE BUSINESS INVITOR, IS INVITING 

THE INVITEE, THE PUNTER, TO GUESS IN WHAT IS 

PORTRAYED AS CALCULATED SPECULATION 

(mindgame). 

 

Please Vee (Moodley, NHA) and Andrew (Harrison, The 

Racegoer), this is in breach of the CONSUMER  

PROTECTION ACT and is the main root cause of our 

crisis today. 

 

Under 61 kg Twist Of Fate ran a tremendously game 

race, he always does, to run 4th in what was no more 

than a Trial-with-betting 

 

Charles ran wide under 58 kg and sauntered home, a 

vastly improved horse as a gelding (see attached) 

 

And the punter, a disenfranchised, tolerated nuisance 

who accepted the invitation to guess and lost his  

money  

 

AND RACING'S CONSUMER CONFIDENCE INDEX 

DROPPED FURTHER  

 

as SAF Racing's crisis deepens amidst all the   

causality manipulation 
 

I met with the punter and some of his friends last 

night to explain MERIT RATINGS to them, and  

explained the concept of TRIALS to them and gave 

them an article about how they were invented in  

America 60 years ago. 

"Oh, we thought because we can't afford to own horses 

we aren't entitled to know all that" ( post race salt in 

the wound attached) 

 

IN TERMS OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT THE 

CUSTOMER HAS A RIGHT TO KNOW PLEASE! 

 

Vee and Andrew, put a warning on EVERY PAGE OF 

EVERY COPY OF  'THE RACEGOER' THAT THE NUMBERS 

PUBLISHED ARE  RACE FIGURES ! NOT RATINGS ! 

 

Our failure to build a powerful connection between the 

Stud and Form Books, and ALL PRICE SENSITIVE  

INFO, and the general public, is the reason for the  

disintegration of public interest and betting support.  

 

Andrew Harrison responds: 

 

The fields and ratings are drawn from a central data 

base. 

 

It is for punters to use those ratings as a guide rather 

than gospel. If they were gospel we would all be rich. 

 

The ratings need to be taken into consideration with 

race day previews where we hopefully give guidance to 

those who are not all that au fait with the in’s and out’s 

of the sport. There-in lies the rub.  - tt. 

Turffontein Saturday selections 

IN our customary search for value the only decent-

priced runner we found was Evening Bell (6-1, Race 3) 

Race 1:  (10) Spanish Boy  (3) Eppagilia (2) African 

Savannah (2) Willo’thewhisp  

Race 2:  (5) Cairon (1) G I Joe (7) Kool Baikal (13) 

Tyrells Bullet 

Race 3:  (5) Evening Bell (2) Eightfolds Lass (1) Aurelia 

Cotta (6) Fife 

Race 4:  (5) Atomic Blonde (10) Tough Choice (6) 

Rocky Path (2) The Bosbok 

Race 5:  (7) Gin Fizz (4) Urban Rock (5) Tiger Rock (2) 

Against The Grain 

Race 6:  (2) African Rock (10) Hartleyfour (8) Pop Icon 

(3) Pidgeon Rock 

Race 7:  (4) Culture Trip (3) Flash Burn (11) The Sands 

(8) King’s Archer 

Race 8:  (4) Marygold (13) Diva Faustina (8) Take My 

Word (6) Golden Spiral 

Race 9:  (3) Arikel (7) Claremorris (10) Phillydelphia (1) 

The Fifth Wave 
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Life begins in Cape Town this Summer 
A few quotes to share today, and here’s one from the movie, The Great Gatsby: “And so with the sunshine and 

the great bursts of leaves growing on the trees, just as things grow in fast movies, I had that familiar conviction 

that life was beginning over again with the summer.” (F Scott Fitzgerald), And so it is with the Cape Summer  

Racing Season, captured in another unique pic by Chase Liebenberg, who tweeted: “Days of Blue and White are 

not too far away!” That’s the L’Ormarins Queen’s Plate he is referring too and yes, we all look forward to it. But 

there’s so much more in store before January. Be there! 

Marcus is expected to make a winning comeback 
AFTER a two-month break and having various appendages stitched back together, multiple champion Anton  

Marcus is back in full-time action at Hollywoodbets Greyville this evening. Never one to sit back and let others 

dictate his course of action, Marcus has had two barrier trials to test fitness and booked himself some  

competitive rides that will hopefully announce his return, writes ANDREW HARRISON.  

First up he partners Valiente for Brett Crawford in the 

card opener where the switch back to the poly should 

prove beneficial after disappointing on turf last time 

out. Assistant Peter Muscutt has removed the blinkers 

and Valiente looks the part in a field that shows  

modest form. 

Marcus has taken advantage of Warren Kennedys ab-

sence due to the latter’s seven-day suspension and 

partners a few hot runners for Gavin van Zyl including 

the first timer Whizz Of Odds in the second. 

Vying for favouritism are Another Secret and Royal 

View, the two finishing within a head of each other 

when last they met. Another Secret has the better draw 

this time around and that may give her the edge. Also 

in the mix is Katie’s Treasure who makes her poly de-

but but has shown some ability. The switch of  

surfaces could bring out the best in her.  

Marcus has another plum ride in Wave, also for Gavin 

van Zyl. Wave is another that makes his poly debut but 

although returning from a break he has strong form in 

feature company. He had the worst of the draw over a 

mile in the Gr1 Premier’s Champion Stakes last start 

but prior to that was up with the best of his genera-

tion. Tonight’s trip is possibly on the short side but 

Van Zyl has declared blinkers and Wave could prove a 

little too smart for this line-up even though he is up 

against some useful opposition and Marcus will have 

to trim to 56kg! 

Railtrip is another that Van Zyl is warming up for big-

ger things and he appears to have picked the ideal 

race for her second outing of the season in the Con-

corde Cranes Graduation Plate. Although taking on 

males, Railtrip is well in at the weights and is a smart 

filly who should come on lengths from her last run.  

If not making the winner’s enclosure by the fourth, 

Marcus should be on the mark in the fifth where he 

partners La Duchesse for Paul Gadsby. Placed in her 

last five starts, she is due a change of fortune and 

outside of a possible threat from the disappointing – 

to date at least – Tarocco, La Duchesse should be 

hard to beat.  - Gold Circle. 
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Well, ok Hughie Bowman! 

FOR Aussie jockey Hugh Bowman it’s all “Nudge 

Nudge, Winx, Winx, say no more!”. He tweeted 

yesterday: “Driving to the Spring Carnival in my 

New Mercedes. Thank you Mercedes Benz!” Ok, 

Hugh, thanks for that bud. So cool. Bowman, who 

won the last four Gr1 Cox Plates at Moonee Valley 

on the wonder mare, rides 20-1 chance Kings Will 

Dream for trainer Chris Waller in tomorrow’s re-

newal of the famous race. The ruling favourite is 

the Japanese mare Lys Gracieux, who will pay 

$3.50 for a win in the current market. The race 

will be televised on Tellytrack, DSTV#239. 

Remembering the great Winx! 

AT this time last year, Winx was awarded her third  

successive Australian Horse Of The Year Title and she was 

weeks away of winning her fourth successive Cox Plate.  

Photographer Sharon Chapman fondly recalled: “How time 

flies. Loved those early mornings with Winx this time last 

year at Altona!” 

http://www.kuda.co.za/
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SEE 

www.sugarhotel.co.za 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

Old Indian Horse Proverb 

WHAT a way to start a weekend – a dose of real truth! Let us 

remind ourselves on this fine Friday that we, and the world, 

are led by vile, unscrupulous rodents who feed us every day 

what is so aptly described by the image above. Said Groucho 

Marx: “Politicians look for trouble, find it everywhere, diagnose 

it incorrectly and apply the wrong remedies.” Take a moment 

of reflection and look at those in charge of our futures. Fight 

the nausea. Support the quiet, growing revolt. And for relief, go 

back a winner this weekend! 

So who exactly took the cash? 

OWNER Paul Barrett and trainer Brett Crawford exchange cash 

after a game of golf at Atlantic Beach. Not sure who smoked 

who? Brett appears to have more notes, but may have been in 

the process of handing it over.  (Thanks Wayne Marks). 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
http://www.sugarhotel.co.za
mailto:joknowles.ems@gmail.com

